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Nothing about Saitama passes the eyeball test when it comes to superheroes, from his lifeless

expression to his bald head to his unimpressive physique. However, this average-looking guy has a

not-so-average problem-he just can&#39;t seem to find an opponent strong enough to take on!

Class-S hero King is known as the strongest man on earth. Even monsters fear him. But when a

mysterious organization sends an assassin after him, the shocking truth about King is revealed!
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Well, by volume 8, I'm convinced. This is possibly the greatest comic series ever written, Japanese

or otherwise. Saitama, the One-Punch Man, is a literary response to the ridiculous, melodramatic,

and overpowered comic book heroes who came before him. Saitama's friends and enemies spend

loads of time powering up and performing over-the-top attacks, as most comic book characters do,

but it appears no one in the universe has even bothered to do basic strength training.This volume is

especially hilarious as it reveals the secrets behind King's power. It might be the funniest gag yet.

One punch man volume 8 is well a bit more laid back then the past couple of volumes. Don't get me

wrong there is plenty of action that the series is known for and there is plenty of comedy. However

compared to the sky king arc or the sea king arc it not as epic. That being said there are some

possible hinting toward future developments. Also for first time readers it might be a bit confusing to

jump into the series not that it would to be to hard to piece together. Also as with past one punch



man a word caution is the series fights can get a little graphic at times.

As I was in trouble of new enlightenment that showed me what life was worth living for and what to

do

Great to read after watching the anime. If you haven't watched the anime you can watch the entire

first season for free officially at "Daisuki" web site. Want Vol 9 already; hope they are working on

more OPM anime.

King is the strongest man on Earth according to Hero Association's ranking system. Genos,

Saitama's young apprentice sincerely doubt that as he has witness the unquantifiable power his

master has. Well, King does have the infinite combo move that drove Saitama in frustration. He IS

the strongest man on Earth, kinda.

Not as awesome as the some of the other volumes but still a blast to read. Would recommend

reading them all

The book is consistently hilarious and the art is top-tier. I really love King's origin, it's almost as

funny as Saitama's. Go buy the book, anything else I could say would be a spoiler.

The art was amazing and the story went in a very interesting direction. All in all worth the 4.22$ i

payed for it. Totally worth full price!
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